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Holiday Home Focke ~ North Sea ~
Wilhelmshaven
Everything you need to feel good
Costs and Contacts
Two to three persons can have a great time in this home which has its
own entrance and parking lot. The apartement is furnished with passion
for detail. You can use the free wifi aswell as satellite TV with three
televisons and DVD.

Address data

Livingroom, bedroom with extra WC, garret, kitchen and the big
bathroom with WC all together have 46 qm.
On the terrace or in the garden you can relax on the sun bed or the baltic
beach chair. For nice barbeques you can use the charcoal grill and for
bike trips in our flat landscapes you can rent the perfect fitting bike from
us.

Welcome!

Give us a call or mail us – We are looking forward to your visit!

A central location but little traffic
The apartment which was completed in early 2014 is located in a
separate annex of a single family house. The blind alley with little traffic
is located in Voslapp which is a district of Wilhelsmhaven.
Bus stops and a train station as well as shopping facilities can be found
close to the apartment.
Different recreational opportunities and places of excursions in
Wilhelmshaven or the vicinity are not far away. The only southern beach
at the North Sea coast invites you to do swimming, kite surfing, sun
bathing and to eat some ice cream. The Wadden Sea is waiting for you to
explore this world natural heritage.
Oldenburg
Bremen
Bremerhaven
are great shopping opportunities and easily to reach by car (A29) or by
train.
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